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Euroopan hiukkasfysiikan tutkimuskeskukseen CERNiin rakenteilla oleva LHC–
kiihdytin on maailman suurin yksittäinen tutkimuslaitteisto, ja samalla suuritehoisin
koskaan rakennettu hiukkaskiihdytin. LHC sisältää kuusi eri mittausasemaa, joista yksi
on protonien törmäyksien seurauksena syntyvien alkeishiukkasten, erityisesti myonien
tutkimiseen tarkoitettu CMS.

CMS-laitteiston RPC-tyyppisiltä ilmaisimilta tulevan tiedon siirtämiseen on kehitetty
linkkijärjestelmä, joka on suurilta osin valmis ja paikalleen asennettu.
Linkkijärjestelmän oleellisin tehtävä on muokata ilmaisimien lähettämä
rinnakkaismuotoinen data sarjamuotoiseksi, ja välittää se eteenpäin optista kuitua pitkin.
Tiedonsiirto CMS:n sisimmiltä ilmaisimilta, RE1/1-sektoriksi nimetyltä alueelta on
kuitenkin ongelmallista pitkien siirtoetäisyyksien takia. Ratkaisuna tähän on kehitetty
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mekaanisilta osiltaan jo valmis.

Tässä työssä on kehitetty RE1/1-sektorin linkkijärjestelmän elektroniikkaa
muokkaamalla jo olemassa olevan linkkijärjestelmän osia sopiviksi kyseiselle alueelle.
Uuden linkkijärjestelmän prototyypin toteuttamisen lisäksi työssä on myös testattu
järjestelmän toimivuutta.
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The large hadron collider constructed at the European organization for nuclear research,
CERN, is the world’s largest single measuring instrument ever built, and also currently
the most powerful particle accelerator that exists. The large hadron collider includes six
different experiment stations, one of which is called the compact muon solenoid, or the
CMS. The main purpose of the CMS is to track and study residue particles from proton-
proton collisions.

The primary detectors utilized in the CMS are resistive plate chambers (RPCs). To
obtain data from these detectors, a link system has been designed. The main idea of the
link system is to receive data from the detector front-end electronics in parallel form,
and to transmit it onwards in serial form, via an optical fiber. The system is mostly
ready and in place. However, a problem has occurred with innermost RPC detectors,
located in sector labeled RE1/1; transmission lines for parallel data suffer from signal
integrity issues over long distances. As a solution to this, a new version of the link
system has been devised, a one that fits in smaller space and can be located within the
CMS, closer to the detectors. This RE1/1 link system has been so far completed only
partially, with just the mechanical design and casing being done.

In this thesis, link system electronics for RE1/1 sector has been designed, by modifying
the existing link system concept to better meet the requirements of the RE1/1 sector. In
addition to completion of the prototype of the RE1/1 link system electronics, some
testing for the system has also been done, to ensure functionality of the design.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ALICE A large ion collider experiment

ASIC Application specific integrated circuit

ATLAS A toroidal LHC apparatus

CB Control board

CBIC Control board initialization controller

CBPC Control board programmable controller

CCU Communications and control unit

CERN European organization for nuclear research

CMS Compact muon solenoid

CSC Cathode strip chamber

DAQ Data acquisition

DCS Detector control system

DOH Digital optohybrid

DT Drift tube

ECAL Electronic calorimeter

FEB Front-end board

FEC Front-end controller

FBGA Fine-pitch ball grid array

FPGA Field-programmable gate array

GOL Gigabit optical link

HCAL Hadronic calorimeter

IC Integrated circuit

I2C Inter-integrated circuit

JTAG Joint test action group

LB Link board

LBB Link board box

LBus Local bus

LED Light-emitting diode

LEP Large electron-positron collider

LHC Large hadron collider
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LHC-b Large hadron collider beauty

LHCf Large hadron collider forward

LLB Large link board

LLBB Large link board box

LVDS Low-voltage differential signal

MLB Master link board

OTP One-time programmable

PAC Pattern comparator algorithm

PACT Pattern comparator trigger

PCB Printed circuit board

REx/x Resistive plate chamber muon station in sector x/x

RPC Resistive plate chamber

SCSI Small computer system interface

SLB Slave link board

TB Trigger board

TOTEM Total elastic and diffractive cross-section measurement

TTC Timing, trigger and control system

TTCvi TTC interface to VMEbus

TTCvx VME transmitter module

VHDL Very high speed integrated circuit hardware description language

VME VERSAmodule eurocard, mechanics and bus standard

VCSEL Vertical cavity surface emitting laser

Muon

Pseudorapidity
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1 INTRODUCTION

The LHC, or the large hadron collider located at CERN (European organization for

nuclear research, derived from the acronym for the French Conseil Européen pour la

Recherche Nucléaire) is the world’s largest single measuring instrument ever built. The

LHC  is  an  immense  circular  particle  accelerator,  which  will  be  used  to  search

correlation between theoretical models and reality in the area of particle physics, after

it’s completion in 2008. LHC includes six different measurement stations, one of which

being called the compact muon solenoid (CMS). The CMS detects residue particles

from high-energy proton collisions, in effort to discover Higgs boson; an elementary

particle that would confirm the validity of the standard model of particle physics. So far,

the existence of Higgs boson has been only theoretically predicted, but not validated due

to the lack of suitable measurement devices.

Precise  tracking  of  decay  particles  calls  for  vast  amounts  of  individual  detector  strips

and pixels (more than 60 million in the CMS), which in combination with proton bunch

collision rate of 40 MHz results as several terabytes of data every second. So, to relay

data  from  silicon  detectors  inside  the  CMS  to  a  separate  counting  room,  an  effective

link system is required. Also a multi-level triggering system is implemented to

downscale the amount of data, and to sort out significant particle tracks.

One of the detector types used in level one triggering is called resistive plate chamber.

(RPC). Particle hits in RPCs are identified in detector front-end electronics, and the hit

information is sent to a designated link board box (LBB) via twisted-pair, low-voltage

differential signal (LVDS) cables. The electronics in the link board box transfer the

parallel  data  to  serial  form,  and  transmit  it  onwards  via  an  optical  link,  to  a  separate

counting room housing readout and trigger electronics.

Operation of a link board box is essentially based on two types of printed circuit boards

(PCBs); link boards (LBs) and control boards (CBs), which are interconnected by a

backplane and a frontplane, and initialized by separate mezzanine module board.

Standard link board boxes are located in balconies around the CMS. However, with

certain RPC sector, labeled RE1/1, the standard solution for link board boxes is not
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feasible, because the length of LVDS cables is limited by signal integrity issues. For

this reason, a special set of LBBs must be installed within the CMS. These RE1/1 link

board boxes are physically smaller than the standard crate. However, the functionality

must remain the same, and the RE1/1 link board must even handle two more front-end

channels than its standard counterpart. This sets some challenges to the design of the

RE1/1 link board box electronics.

The design and testing of standard link system for CMS RPC trigger has been done in

Lappeenranta University of technology, by laboratory of microelectronics, in

collaboration  with  Electronics  design  centre.  The  aim of  this  thesis  is  to  complete  the

design for RE1/1 RPC link system electronics. Furthermore, some testing for the

electronics needs to be done, to ensure proper functionality of the RE1/1 link system.

[1,2]
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2 STANDARD MODEL OF PARTICLE PHYSICS

Over the last decades and centuries the knowledge about structure of matter has become

more and more precise. Although it can be said that in recent years the trend has been

towards being more and more aware of how much is not known. Currently it is a well

known fact that matter is compounded of molecules, molecules from atoms and atoms

from electrons, neutrons and positrons. When the scale of observations is minimized

even further, the standard model of particle physics predicts that the whole universe is

composed of a small number of elementary particles, and from interactions between

them.

In standard model of particle physics the elementary particles – particles with no known

sub-structure – are divided into two categories according to their spin (i.e. angular

momentum);  particles  with  a  half-integer  spin  are  called  fermions,  and  the  ones  with

full-integer spin bosons. It can also be said that fermions are “matter” particles and

bosons “force” particles. Fermions include six quarks and six leptons, and respective

antiparticles arranged in three generations by increasing mass scale. Quarks do not

naturally exist as single particles, but as two- or three-quark composites known as

hadrons. For example protons belong to the group of hadrons. All matter particles also

have antimatter equivalents called antiparticles. An antiparticle, such as muon 

antiparticle  is  otherwise  equal  to  its  counterpart,  except  for  inverted  charge  and

magnetic moment.

The dominating forces in interactions between elementary particles are strong and weak

interaction and electromagnetic interaction. Gravitational force has also some effect, but

this is generally negligible when compared to the three previously mentioned ones.

Each of the forces is mediated by a carrier boson. Electromagnetic interaction is

associated with photons. Categorization of the standard model is further illustrated in

table 1. [1,3]
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Table 1. Elementary particles according to standard model of particle physics. The standard

model is still partly theoretical: Gravitons have not yet been found, but their existence is

predicted. Antiparticles are not included in the table.

Elementary particles

Fermions Bosons

Leptons Quarks

Photons
Electron

e

Electron
neutrino

e

Up
u

Down
d Gluon

g

Muon Muon
neutrino Charm

c
Strange

s

Intermediate vector
bosons
W±, Z0

Tau Tau neutrino Top
t

Bottom
b Gravitons

Currently the biggest questions in standard model are the existence of Higgs mechanism

and supersymmetry, the latter being a mathematical framework behind all sub-atomic

particle behavior, and the first an explanation to the origin of mass.  A theory presented

in 1964 by a group of scientists, including Peter Higgs, revolves around the possibility

of an elementary particle named Higgs boson, which would be a quantum of so-called

Higgs field. Higgs boson would explain how otherwise zero-mass particles can still

create mass in matter. Higgs particles would be a medium in the vacuum that other

elementary particles occupy, and interactions between them and Higgs particles would

make the elementary particles heavier. [4]
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3 LARGE HADRON COLLIDER

The construction of the large hadron collider in CERN in Geneva is done mainly for the

search for Higgs boson, and other previously unknown elementary particles. The

existence of Higgs particles can presumably be verified by examining the residue

particles from high-energy proton collisions. The LHC is a 27-kilometer long ring-

shaped proton collider, and a successor to LEP (Large electron-positron collider)

previously situated on the location. While the effects of electron-anti-electron collisions

– which were extensively studied during LEP operation – are simple to analyze, the

collision energies in such events are severely limited by losses in electron acceleration.

When electron bunches pass RF-cavities used in particle acceleration, they excitate so-

called parasitic modes of oscillation, and thus lose a part of their energy. [5] Hadrons,

however, do not suffer from such behavior, increasing the potential collision energies of

the LHC much beyond anything seen before. Initially, the LHC is planned to collide two

beams  with  energies  of  around  7  TeV  each  [1,6].  Figure  1  presents  the  location  and

scale of the LHC ring.

Fig. 1. LHC ring located in Geneva, on the border of France and Switzerland.  [5]
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The main issue in high-energy hadron collider is that with every collision hundreds of

particles are created, but relevant occurrences are still rather rare. The Higgs boson is

estimated to appear once in every 1013 collisions.  From  this  arises  the  need  to  create

millions of collisions every second, in order to achieve valid results in any reasonable

time. For example, the CMS experiment operates at proton bunch collision frequency of

40 MHz. In each bunch crossing, about 20 proton-proton collisions are estimated to

occur. This means, that the detector trigger electronics of the device will have to decide

whether a collision was a significant one or not once in every 25 nanoseconds.

Longevity brings also noticeable challenges to the measuring system designs, when the

planned operation time of the detectors is at least ten years, with as little intervention as

possible. [6]

Measurements at LHC are done in six different experiment stations, CMS, ATLAS,

ALICE, LHC-B, TOTEM and LHCf. Measuring systems and methods in each station

are partly similar and overlapping, making it possible to achieve necessary redundancy

for valid scientific knowledge. The practical part of this thesis, including electronics

design and testing, is related to the CMS (the compact muon solenoid) and its trigger

electronics.

3.1 ATLAS, ALICE, LHC-b, LHCf, TOTEM

The names of LHC experiments are all abbreviation, giving some indication to their

purpose. ALICE (a large ion collider experiment) focuses on collisions of heavy lead

ions, in order to study state of matter that supposedly existed closely after the Big Bang.

This matter, called quark-gluon plasma, might be generated by the heat of the collisions,

thus allowing physicists to observe the formation of protons and neutrons form

elementary particles.

 ATLAS (a toroidal LHC apparatus) is a general purpose detector, similar to the

compact muon solenoid, meant to make measurements over a wide range of physics

topics.  ATLAS  and  the  CMS  measure  the  same  set  of  cases  to  achieve  necessary

redundancy,  but  the  difference  between the  two stations  comes  from technical  design.
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As  the  names  imply,  the  shape  of  the  magnet  in  ATLAS  is  a  toroid,  where  the  CMS

uses a solenoid-form solution.

The  LHC-b,  or  LHC-beauty,  is  focused  on  studying  an  elementary  particle  called

bottom quark (originally named beauty quark upon discovery). This study is hoped to

clarify the differences between matter and antimatter. Measurements in LHC-b are done

mainly to forward residue particles, and are based on a set of aligned sub-detectors,

stretching out from the collision point.

LHCf and TOTEM (large hadron collider forward and total elastic and diffractive cross-

section measurement) are smaller experiments, of which the first one is located near

ATLAS and uses LHC collision residue to simulate cosmic rays in laboratory

conditions. The latter of the two is physically located near the CMS experiment, and

measures – among a range of studies – for example proton sizes and LHC’s luminosity.

[2]

3.2 Compact muon solenoid

The compact muon solenoid is a device optimized for tracking muons generated in a

high-energy collision of accelerated protons. It is also capable of determining energies

and  momentums  of  other  sub-atomic  particles,  such  as  photons,  emerged  from  the

collisions. The hypothesized Higgs boson emerging from collision of two protons

would  have  a  short  life-time,  and  decay  rapidly  to  other  sub-atomic  particles.  For

example, two of the possible theoretical models result in Higgs decaying to 2 photons or

4  to  leptons.  The  detectors  in  CMS  have  been  tuned  to  observe  behavior  of  particles

with energies based on the most probable models of decaying Higgs boson. [7, 8]
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3.2.1 Structure of the CMS

The CMS detector consists of several subsystems constructed inside and around of a

massive iron yoke. The weight of the detector is roughly 12,5 tonnes, with overall

length of approximately 22 meters and diameter of 15 meters. [8,9]. The detection of

particles in CMS is based firstly on calorimeters to define particle energies, and

secondly on silicon detectors, which are able to track the curvature of a particle path on

high magnetic field. The solenoid magnet of CMS is capable of producing a magnetic

field with strength of about four tesla,  parallel  to the accelerator beam. The iron yoke

serves as a return channel for the magnetic field. From the curvature, mass and charge

of a particle can be determined. The whole structure of the CMS device is presented in

figure 2.

Fig. 2.  The compact muon solenoid structure, with different detector types and their locations.

Human figures illustrate the size of the CMS. [9]
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3.2.2 Orientation and labeling

To clarify the abbreviations associated with compact muon solenoid, some basic

concepts of geometry and labeling needs to be introduced. First of all, the absolute CMS

coordinate system is aligned with the LHC ring so, that the x-axis points towards the

centre of the ring. Y-axis points upwards, and z-axis to the beam direction. The absolute

azimuth  is defined running from the x axis (at 0°) towards the y-axis. Another angular

dimension is pseudorapidity, , which is described as















=

2
tanln θ

η (1)

Where  is the angle between the undeflected beam and the outgoing particle. [1,5]

Different sections in CMS have been named with two-letter abbreviations, according to

their type and location (barrel or endcap). For example YB implies the iron yoke in

barrel, ME the muon stations in endcap and RE muon system resistive plate chambers in

endcap. [10]

3.2.3 Inner tracker

The innermost subsystem of the CMS is the silicon tracker, which includes both pixel

and strip detectors. The segmented sensors track particles, and reveal the positions at

which the unstable particles decay. The pixel detector consists of two barrel-layers and

two disks on the each side of the barrel, coated with square-shaped (150 m x 150 m)

silicon detectors, which are “essentially reverse-biased diodes, nano-sized diodes” [11].

The strip detectors encircling the pixel detector composes of ten more barrel layers and

twelve discs on both tracker endcaps, with detector surface area of 170 m2.  [1]
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3.2.4 Calorimeters

Calorimeters are versatile detectors used in CMS and in other measuring stations. They

stop  particles  such  as  photons,  electrons  and  hadrons,  allowing  their  energy  to  be

measured.  The  calorimeters  in  CMS  are  built  in  two  distinct  layers.  The  inner

calorimeter is an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), designed to stop particles which

interact electromagnetically (photons, electrons). The outer layer is a hadronic

calorimeter  (HCAL),  which  measures  the  energies  of  hadrons.  Calorimeters  also

supplement the muon subsystem, assisting in triggering. Figure 3 demonstrates the

location and operation of the calorimeters in the CMS.

Fig. 3. Cross-section of the CMS viewed from the beam direction. Particles such as hadrons

and photons emerging from collision point are stopped and identified by the calorimeters.
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3.2.5 Muon subsystem

The subsystem with the purpose of following heavy and relatively long lifetime

possessive muons fills the outer layers of the CMS, from magnetic solenoid to the iron

yoke. The ability to trigger on and track muons is essential to the concept of CMS. The

muon triggering and tracking system is composed of multiple layers of detectors in

barrel layers and two endcaps. The detectors themselves are made using three different

technologies; drift tubes (DTs) in barrel, cathode strip chambers (CSCs) in endcaps, and

resistive plate chambers (RPCs) in both barrel and endcaps. The basic concepts of the

three detector types are similar, a crossing muon is detected by excitation of particles in

a detector medium. Figure 4 clarifies the layout of these detectors.

Fig. 4. Layout of the silicon detectors, viewed as a cross-section of one quarter of the CMS.

[12]

The drift tubes are gas-filled chambers, with cathode strips and anode wire strung at the

centre of the tube. DTs are used in the outer regions of the CMS barrel, in areas where

the expected frequency of muons is lowest (< 10 Hz/cm2), allowing the response time of

approximately 400 ns. In endcaps, in presence of a high magnetic field up to 3 tesla,

cathode strip chambers are used. Here, the estimated muon frequency can reach 1
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kHz/cm2.  CSC  build-up  is  such  that  between  planes  of  cathode  strips,  an  array  of

perpendicular anode wires is strung. Likewise the DTs, also the CSCs are gas-filled. In

all muon stations, CSCs and DTs are supplemented by resistive plate chambers. [1,8,13]

Resistive plate chambers used in both barrel and endcaps are robust and cost-effective

devices with good time resolution (around 1 ns). RPCs have also fast counting rate

which, with developments like double-gap structure and avalanche mode can reach

levels around 10 MHz/cm2. The RPC system consists of six muon stations in the barrel,

and four in each endcap, a total of little more than 1200 chambers, covering about 3500

m2. A model in figure 5 represents an elementary resistive plate chamber design.

[1,14,15]

Fig. 5. Cross-section of a single-gap resistive plate chamber. A passing muon creates a charge

in the gas gap, which can be then detected. RPCs used in the CMS are double-gap detectors, but

the basic functionality is the same. [1]

All three detector types have their own trigger electronics, which in turn are connected

to  a  global  muon  trigger.  The  trigger  associated  with  the  RPCs  is  called  a  pattern

comparator trigger (PACT), which recognizes and sorts out muon hit patterns. The

detector types complement each other so, that for example the result achieved with the

combination of fast RPCs and effective CSCs are far better than could be gained with

just one detector type. [1,8]
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FEB
FEB

FEB
FEB

FEB

FEB
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C

Link board Optical splitter
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90m
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Unsynchronized
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2-16m

3.2.6 Trigger electronics for RPCs

The data flow in the RPC trigger system is following: muon hit information from

resistive plate chambers is fed to front-end boards (FEBs), and onwards to link boards.

In standard RPC link system, two kinds of link boards exist; master and slave link

boards (MLBs and SLBs). Link boards synchronize and compress the data, and send it

forward via an optical link located on every master link board. The transmitting stage is

a vertical-cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL). A MLB can transmit data from two

adjacent SLBs in addition to its “own” compressed FEB data, although on locations

with high rate of muon hits, only MLBs are used. Optical fibers from master link boards

lead to a separate counting room, where the data is distributed to several trigger boards

(TB), which utilize a pattern comparator algorithm (PAC), sorting out significant muon

patterns from so-called ghost tracks. From there on, the most promising muon hits are

forwarded to the global muon trigger and data acquisition (DAQ). A block diagram in

figure 6 illustrates the RPC trigger electronics. [1]

Fig. 6.  RPC data flow. Muon hit data from resistive plate chambers is transmitted to a

separate counting room via a combination LVDS flat cables and optical links. Link board and

optical splitter blocks have been designed in Lappeenranta university of technology. [1]

The link board electronics – as well as the optical splitter board – have been designed

and tested in Lappeenranta University of Technology, in collaboration with Electronics

design centre. The link system consists of multiple link board boxes, each of these

housing up to 18 LBs and two control boards. Control boards’ tasks include
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programming the LBs and overall system control. Link board boxes are standard VME

eurocard crates located in the peripherals of the iron yoke. A picture of a RPC trigger

system link board is shown in figure 7.

Fig. 7.  Standard size link board. The link board is a 233x409mm sized PCB, which relays

LVDS data onwards via an optical link. The plastic frame gives the design mechanical

sturdiness.

The LVDS-cables from FEBs are the main data inputs to link boards, and they are

routed via a backplane, which provides a mechanical connection to LBs and CBs in a

crate. CBs and LBs are electronically connected by a parallel local bus (LBus), with the

help of a separate front plane. A link board receives all its control signals from a control

board via the LBus. The control boards receive remote clock and control signals via

optical timing, trigger and control system (TTC) receiver, which is basically a PIN-

diode  and  via  detector  control  system (DCS).  DCS data  is  circulated  either  via  digital

optohybrid (DOH), which is an optical transmitter / receiver, or via flat cable chain. The

timing, trigger and control system distributes 40,079 MHz LHC clock and 11,246 kHz

beam orbit frequency originating from Prevessing control room high-power lasers. [16]

The standard link system design described above, however, cannot be used in whole

extent of RPC trigger. Due to limitations set by the CMS layout in the inner endcap

region, a special solution for link system in RE1/1 section has to be applied.
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4 RE1/1 LINK SYSTEM

Low-voltage  differential  signals,  that  are  used  to  transmit  data  from  RPC  front-end

electronics suffers badly from interference over long distances, and with the used data

rates, maximum length of the cables in RPC link system is approximately 16 meters.

This,  however,  is  not  enough  to  reach  standard  LBBs  from  RE1/1  sector.  Thus,  a

different solution is required. Data from RE1/1 FEBs will be collected in custom-made

link board boxes, small enough to fit the space between barrel and endcap. Mechanical

design for these special LBBs has been done in 2005 by Harri Katajisto and Tapio

Laihomäki from Helsinki University of Technology. The main purpose of this thesis

was to finish the electronics design for RE1/1 sector begun by Arja Korpela from

Lappeenranta University of Technology, and test the functionality of the RE1/1 link

system setup.

4.1 Mechanics

The casing for RE1/1 link system consists of aluminous envelope, copper cooling

structure, with pipes attached for liquid coolant, and aluminous support plates, which

also  serve  as  heat  sinks.  The  primary  functions  of  the  RE1/1  link  board  box  are  to

provide mechanical and electromagnetic protection for a set of link boards. Also, the

box is designed to allow easy access for maintenance, if such is required. The link board

box design is illustrated in figure 8. [17]
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Fig. 8.  Link board box for RE1/1 sector link system. Six link boards and a control board are

fitted in this compact casing. All cabling runs through the opening in the front. A liquid cooling

system is introduced, because the link board boxes are located inside the CMS detector with no

practical possibilities for air cooling.

Aluminum sheet is a practical material for the LBB casing, since it is non-magnetic, and

provides RF-shielding and durability for the estimated ten years of the CMS operation.

In cooling ribs, copper is used, because of its heat transfer capacity. The casing design

for  RE1/1  link  boards  has  still  some  uncertainties,  and  leaves  some  challenges  to

overcome. When the link board box design was made, it was unclear what kind of

cables were to be connected inside it. Thus, a practical implementation for cable

feedthroughs does not yet exist. Also, some mechanical issues with PCB attachments to

the casing can be predicted, especially in the case of undermost link boards.
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4.2 Electronics

The basic concept of link board box in RE1/1 sector is similar to standard link system.

The  crate  embodies  link  boards,  with  the  task  of  relaying  parallel  LVDS  signal  from

FEB electronics onwards via serial optical link. A special control board manages the

operations of link boards. The link boards in RE1/1 link board box are called large link

boards (LLB), not due their physical size, which is actually much reduced from original

LBs, but due their capacity of handling 8 RPC FEB channels instead of the regular 6. In

addition to one CB and six LLBs, RE1/1 link board box includes a backplane, which

provides connections to the PCBs, and a control board initialization controller (CBIC)

module,  which  is  a  mezzanine  board  with  the  task  to  initialize  a  Xilinx  FPGA on the

control board, and reprogram it at regular intervals.

The schematic design of the link system for RE1/1 section was largely similar to the one

of regular link system, with only minor changes in connectors and ICs. The layot

design,  however,  had  to  be  done  completely  over.  A  prototype  of  the  LLB  was

completed during the spring 2008 by Arja Korpela. The design for CB, backplane and

CBIC module were done as a part of this thesis, as well as partial testing of the RE1/1

link system.
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4.2.1 Large link board

Functionality of the RE1/1 LLB is based on two XC3S1000 Xilinx FPGAs, one of

which is a control IC, and the second one a so-called syncoder, which executes the

actual data handling operations, such as multiplexing and synchronization. One minor

adjustment to RE1/1 link board was upgrading the syncoder FPGA to 676-pin version,

because of additional I/O-bank requirements. Furthermore the chip will be upgraded to

XC3S1500 in the next design, ensuring adequate performance in all situations.

Incoming data from FEBs, in the form of 8 x 20 LVDS pairs, is transformed to single-

ended TTL signals in SN65LVDT386-receivers, to reduce the amount of I/O-pins

required in the Xilinx FPGA. The optical link is operated by a GOL (gigabit optical

link) ASIC chip, which is custom made for the purpose. Figure 9 shows the assembled

first prototype of RE1/1 LLB.

Fig. 9. The RE1/1 link system link board. The size limitations set by the dimensions of the

RE1/1 link board box has resulted as a dense design, with all the electrical I/O connections

taking place through four AMP Zpack 125-pin connectors with 2mm pitch. In addition to this,

an optical transmitter is located on PCB edge.
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4.2.2 Control board

Likewise to the case of link board, the schematic design of the RE1/1 control board

required only small amount of refitting from the standard version. Layout design for the

control  board  was  challenging  due  to  space  limitations  set  by  the  link  board  box.  ICs

and connectors with intersecting connections resulted in 10-layer PCB, with two

dedicated supply voltage layers and a common ground plane. The main components of

the control board are a Xilinx FPGA, known as control board programmable controller

(CBPC), a CCU25 chip and a TTCrx chip. The CBPC programs the associated link

boards at regular intervals, and the CCU25 is a communications and control unit

providing an interface between the DCS chain and the local buses; I2C and the  LBus.

TTCrx receives and decodes timing information from TTC diode. Figure 10 shows the

assembled first prototype of RE1/1 CB.

Fig. 10.  The RE1/1 link system control board. The control board acts as an interface between

the  CMS detector  control  system and a  set  of  link  boards.  Also,  the  CB re-programs the  link

boards’ software at regular intervals.
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There will be slight variations between control boards due to detector control system

layout in RE1/1 sector. Two LLBBs in each endcap will have DOH modules attached,

and the rest will be connected to control electronics via DCS chain flat cables, and TTC

fibre. Flowchart in figure 11 illustrates the DCS chain structure.

Fig. 11.  Redundant DCS ring in RE1/1. Both endcaps have similar structure, with six link

board boxes, two of which are connected to detector control system via digital optohybrids, and

the rest four are linked through doubly redundant flat cable chain.
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4.2.3 Backplane

In standard link system, separate backplane and frontplane were applied, to provide the

necessary interconnects between the boards, and to create connection interface for

incoming and outgoing signals, and supply voltage. In RE1/1 link system all this is done

using a single backplane. Understandably, this makes an issue out of surface area

required at the backplane. For FEB and CSC cables, a hard metric connector system

with a 2.00 mm pitch was used, instead of flat cables. Optical link VCSEL, DOH and

TTC PIN diode were not changeable, but they were not especially large connectors to

begin with, so the necessary openings in the backplane for them were not a problem.

Detector control system (DCS) chain connectors were switched from modular jacks to

20-pin flat cable connectors, since otherwise quite compact module connectors were too

thick to fit in the space between copper cooling ribs of the casing. Supply voltage inputs

were done with two 20-pin, 2.54 mm pitch power connectors. Figure 12 presents the

RE1/1 backplane.

Fig. 12.  The backplane of the RE1/1 link system. The backplane provides interconnects for one

control board (topmost slot) and six link boards. The openings in the PCB are for optical

components and mounting holes. The backplane is only partially furnished, connectors for the

four lowermost link boards are missing.
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In the original concept of RE1/1 link board box, the backplane was sized 144,5 x 263

mm [17]. This was changed slightly in layout design; the backplane prototype has now

height of 146 mm.

4.2.4 CBIC module

The  abbreviation  CBIC  stands  for  control  board  initialization  controller.  CBIC  is  a

small PCB designed for one IC, which rewrites the control board’s software at regular

intervals, due to data corruption in CB programming possibly caused by high-radiation

environment. In standard link system, the IC in the CBIC mezzanine board was an Actel

ProAsic AP450 chip. However, for RE1/1 the chip is upgraded to Actel Axcelerator

series AX1000, which is a non-volatile, one time programmable (OTP) device, and thus

has good radiation endurance. A picture of the CBIC board is presented in figure 13.

Fig. 13.  Control board initialization controller module. On the right: the CBIC module from the

chip side, furnished with only connectors to ensure mechanical fitting. On the left: the CBIC

module in its place on top of the control board.
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4.3 Cooling

A significant factor in RE1/1 link board box operation is heating caused by the PCBs.

Reliability and failure rate of electronics components are highly dependent from

temperature of the environment. In standard CMS link system, the link boards are

located in large rack, which is cooled with a group of fans. A regular cooling fan is,

however, not a feasible solution for RE1/1 LBBs, because of the strong magnetic field

in the CMS. Thus, a liquid cooling system is utilized.

4.3.1 Fundamentals of heat transfer

There are three elementary mechanisms of heat transfer: conduction, convection and

radiation. Conduction is based on direct molecule collisions within or between

substances, where no mass is transferred. Conduction is the primary heat transfer

mechanism in solids. Convection is a heat flow in a medium, like gas or liquid, usually

in a surface of a solid material. Even though heat transfer between individual particles

takes place as conduction, the energy transferred with the mass flow is the dominating

effect. If the mass flow is caused entirely by its internal energy unbalance, the

convection is natural. If the flow is enhanced by pumps or fans, the mechanism is called

forced convection. [18]

Radiation is possibly the most complex of the heat transfer methods. Where conduction

and convection require a temperature gradient in some form of matter, in radiation no

matter is needed. All matter with a non-zero temperature emits thermal radiation, which

in turn is absorbed by surrounding objects. Thermal radiation can be viewed as

propagation of electromagnetic waves. The efficiency of thermal radiations depends of

properties (e.g. geometry, emissivity, temperature) of the emitting body, as well as those

of the surroundings. Generally total heat transfer from an object is the result of all three

fundamental heat transfer mechanisms. [18]
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4.3.2 Cooling of electronic systems

Conduction and natural convection are ideal methods of cooling in electronic system,

since they are reliable, inexpensive and generally maintenance-free. They alone are

naturally not feasible in every application, since their heat transfer capabilities are

somewhat limited. Natural convection is usually enhanced with a cooling rib, which

provides more surface area for the heat to dissipate on. Furthermore, the efficiency of

the cooling system can be increased by adding a fan, thus creating a forced convection,

where an air flow transfers the heat away from the electronics involved.

In hermetically sealed, or otherwise heavily shielded systems, a forced convection with

liquid  coolant  is  often  a  preferable  way to  dissipate  excess  heat.  In  this  case,  the  heat

from electronic components is conducted to cooling fins, from which the mass flow of

liquid – commonly water – transfers it onwards. The most significant factor, when a

cooling system for electronics is designed, is the measure of heat flux originating from

the electronics components. Heat flux is generally presented in the units of W/cm2.

When considering single ICs, the heat flux can be presumed evenly divided, but in the

case of whole PCBs, the heat is distributed unevenly, which makes precise modeling of

heat transfer difficult. Cooling method requirements in consumer and industrial

electronics can be roughly divided based on the heat flux. If the heat flux is below 0,05

W/cm2, natural convection (with air) and radiation should be sufficient. With an added a

fan  in  the  system,  thus  making  the  convection  forced,  heat  fluxes  in  the  scale  of  0,5

W/cm2 can  be  managed.  Heat  fluxes  exceeding  0,5  W/cm2 are  best  dissipated  with

liquid cooling, with either natural or forced convection. However, this is not an exact

categorization; the location and surroundings of the system have a dominating effect on

the selection of a suitable cooling mechanism.
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4.3.3 Cooling in RE1/1 link system design

Power dissipation in RE1/1 link board box is estimated to be around 70 W, which

means 10 W per PCB. In a clear space this would not be an issue, but in tightly packed

box a forced convection is necessary. The high magnetic flux in CMS renders standard

fans useless, so a forced convection with liquid is applied. The design for LBB cooling

has been done with the mechanical design, and it consists of copper cooling ribs, with a

flattened length of copper pipe brazed to one of the ribs’ side planes. On both sides of

the cooling ribs, aluminum plates are attached, with slots to support the PCBs. Joints

between aluminum and copper are padded with 3M TM thermally conductive silicon

pads (type “5509”). To allow the heat generated in the PCBs to conduct to the

aluminum cold plate, and onwards to copper structure, the PCBs must have a tight

contact to the support structure, with low thermal resistance. The PCBs are fastened to

slots  in  cold  plates  with  wedges,  which  are  attached  to  PCBs  with  3MTM thermally

conductive adhesive transfer tape (type “8805”). Figure 14 shows a wedge attached to a

link board prototype.

Fig. 14.  Birtcher Wedge-Lok model 41-4 attached to a link board with thermally conductive

tape. These wedges are used to fasten the CBs and LBs to the copper cooling ribs. In addition to

mechanical attachment they provide a heat transfer channel out of the PCBs.
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In addition to heat dissipated from the PCBs through conduction, some is also radiated

directly to copper ribs, enhancing the cooling effect.  Because of the complexity of the

system regarding heat transfer, calculations and modeling are difficult. However, the

functionality of the cooling apparatus has been tested as a part of the mechanical design.

PCBs in the test were “dummy” cards, containing a plain resistor network for heat

generation. With a water volume flow rate of 1,5 – 2 liters per minute in the cooling

channel, and a water temperature of 17,5° Celsius, the highest temperature measured

was  84°C,  on  the  surface  of  the  topmost  PCB.  This  might  present  an  issue,  since  for

example the Xilinx Spartan3 FPGAs used in the link system are graded in class C for

their temperature range, which means they are guaranteed to operate between

temperatures of 0°C and 85°C. However, nothing finite can be said on this basis, since

the conditions at the final location of the link board boxes are yet largely unclear. A

temperature change of few degrees can be easily achieved by adjusting the flow rate or

temperature of the coolant. [17,19]
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5 TESTING

In production of any electronic system, a possibility for a design flaw or an error in

assembly is always present, and some form of testing is required. A variety of testing

methods exist. Among the most usual are optical inspections, environmental tests and

in-cicuit  –type  testing.  In-circuit  testing  examines  the  functionality  of  a  PCB  in

electrical level, checking for example the operation of ICs. A common way for in-

circuit testing is a Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) boundary scan standard. Individual

testing of electronic components or circuit boards is a slow process, and usually not

feasible in mass production. The LHC instruments are, however, expected to run for

years with as little intervention as possible, so assuring correct functionality of all

instruments has a high priority. This has resulted in individual testing of all RPC link

system PCBs. For this task, some special testing methods and equipment have been

devised. These can be also used with RE1/1 link system testing.

5.1 Testing methods of RPC link system

Due  to  large  amount  of  link  boards  in  RPC  trigger  system,  a  productional  tester  has

been designed, to counter any possible flaws generated in PCB manufacturing, like

errors in soldering process. This tester was designed in Lappeenranta University of

technology by Arja Korpela, Ahti Karjalainen, Ville Vehmaa and Vesa Väisänen. Also,

a larger scale test-setup was implemented, with intention to test communications within

a whole link board box in a simulated environment.

5.1.1 Productional tester

The fundamental idea of the test board is to simulate both the front-end electronics and

the receiving electronics in the counting room. Thus, the tester generates LVDS signals

to the FEB channel inputs of a link board, and receives the data output from GOL.

Hence it is possible to compare if some signal distortion occurs. The data streams the

tester sends and receives are much simplified from the software used in the CMS, and

consist only of predetermined set of bits. This does not affect the testing, though, since

possible hardware issues will show up during the testing anyway. With the productional

tester, the link boards are tested one at a time. The productional tester runs separate test
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runs for different segments of a link board, to help with locating errors. However, a

specific source of malfunction remains unknown, leading into further inspections. [20]

5.1.2 Link system test setup

In addition to link board tester, a test setup for simulating the operational environment

of a whole link board box has been assembled. This was also done in Lappeenranta

University of Technology by Vesa Väisänen and Ville Vehmaa. The test setup was

designed  to  effectively  test  the  communications  between  the  LBB,  FEBs,  and  control

electronics. Some of the electronics for this setup were obtained from CERN and from

Warsaw University, like the test pulse board generating FEB-channel inputs. Figure 15

shows the block diagram of the test  setup, with additional splitter,  trigger and readout

components,  that  can be found in the actual link system, but are not a part  of the test-

setup.

Fig. 15.  Essential parts and components of the link system test setup. [21]

The test setup is operated with a PC running scientific Linux, which is connected to

VME crate housing a CAEN V2718 VME controller via an optical fiber. The V2718 is

a master module, and it provides an interface between the PC and the VME crate test

peripheral. These include the TTCvi, which in turn is a TTC interface to the VMEbus.
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The TTCvi relays the 40,079 MHz LHC clock, the 11,246 kHz orbit, and level 1 trigger

signals. The data is multiplexed to a single fiber by a TTCvx transmitter module. This

optical link is connected to TTC PIN diode of the control board. In addition to TTC

related electronics, the VME crate used in the test setup includes a front-end controller

(FEC) board, which connects to CB DOH module via optical link.

The  link  system test  setup  can  be  used  to  test  both  single  control  boards  and  full  link

system racks. The tests are run using the same software for the Xilinx and Actel chips as

in the link systems final location at CERN. The software has been provided by

Wojciech Zabolotny from Warsaw University. [21]

5.2 Testing of RE1/1 link system

The interface between detector front-end electronics and RE1/1 link board box was

done with Tyco electronics AMP connectors with 2mm pitch. Standard link board boxes

use flat cable connectors, which were unsuitable for RE1/1 due to space limitations. The

AMP connector system however, had a poor availability for prototype purposes,

because of high minimum order quantities. This lead to some difficulties in RE1/1 link

system electronics test environment design. As a result, a separate set of adapter PCBs

had to be designed. This set of three PCBs is presented in figure 16.

Fig. 16. Adapter boards devised to make the RE1/1 link system connections accessible with

flat cable connectors.
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 The adapter boards’ purpose was to convert the RE1/1 connectors to resemble the ones

of the standard LBs and CBs. In the case of control board, this meant only dividing of

I2C-bus going to front-end electronics from one 125-pin connector to eight 10-pin flat

cable connectors. The link board adapter proved slightly more complex, since the

separation of eight FEB channels and one CSC channel was required. In standard LB,

FEB channels are connected via flat cable connectors, so similar components were used

in adapter board. Likewise, a SCSI-connector was added for CSC-channel. Figure 17

shows the RE1/1 link system concept with one of the adapter boards attached.

Fig 17.  Link board, control board and backplane attached to the cooling ribs, with an adapter

board on its place. The adapter board converts the FEB channels accessible to flat cable

connectors.

A plan to use link system test setup for RE1/1 tests had to be abandoned, because it was

not possible to get the software required within the time limits of the thesis work. Since

the LB syncoder chip was changed for the RE1/1, it would’ve required completely new

VHDL-codes, and due to layout update, the control FPGAs in both CB and LB were in

need of a new port mapping. The CBIC chip was also a major issue, since there was

little information available where and when the AX1000-circuit would be designed, and

the old CBIC module was rendered useless by layout changes.
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Because of the missing CBIC, the tests made for RE1/1 control board were rather

limited, containing only inspections of mechanical fitting and simple functionality test

for connections and the FPGA. The productional tester for link boards was utilized, and

the RE1/1 link board prototype was tested more thoroughly. Also, the connections

between the CB and the LBs in the backplane were examined.

5.2.1 Design flaws

In prototype design some flaws and errors are to be expected. RE 1/1 link system design

was no exception, a small amount of design errors and oddities were encountered upon

PCB furnishing. The backplane power connector pin holes were 0,2 mm too small, and

the BP board size required a slight fix for better fitting. The CB had wrong footprints

for a multiplexer IC and for DCS chain isolator chips, latter of which caused a short

circuit  between  ground  plane  and  3.3V  voltage  plane.  As  a  temporal  solution,  the

isolator circuits were bypassed completely. The isolators were introduced to RE1/1

design only to prevent a ground loop in DCS chain, so removing them from the

prototype does not affect the functionality of the system in any way. Figure 18 shows

wires soldered to CB to fix problems caused by incorrect footprints.

Fig. 18.  On the left; a multiplexer circuit with too large footprint. On the right; isolator circuits

were bypassed because incorrect footprint caused a short-circuit between operating voltage and

ground plane.
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A mechanical problem occurred also with the AMP Zpack card edge connectors on the

control board. The PCB edge had to be milled for the connector to fit properly. Figure

19 illustrates the milled board edge.

Fig. 19.  Milling of the control board edge. The AMP Zpack pressfit connectors require precise

placement, and have small tolerances (±0,05 mm for the drills, a little more for distance from

board edge). For the connectors to fit in the control board design, the board edge had to be cut,

and then coat with a varnish to prevent short-circuits.
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5.2.2 Control board and LBus testing

In order to ensure the functionality of the Xilinx FPGA chip on the control board,

simple test software was written in VHDL. The software sends parallel data from the

control board FPGA in two 16-bit buses. The data send is a rolling bit of logical ‘1’,

synchronized to the CBs 40,079 MHz oscillator. The data is received in the link board

control  FPGA,  multiplexed  to  a  single  serial  line,  and  sent  back  to  the  control  board,

where it is again de-multiplexed. If the de-multiplexed data matches the originally sent

one, the next piece of parallel data is sent. A correct operation of the test is indicated by

arrays of LEDs on both LB and CB. The VHDL codes used are presented in appendix 1.

The test software seemed to work properly, which shows that the control FPGA on the

LB and the one on CB are operational at least to some extent, and that the connections

from the CB to the backplane and again to the LB are fine. Figure 20 presents the used

test-setup with the control board and the link board attached to the backplane.

Fig 20.  Testing of the FPGAs and the backplane connections. All the tests were done with

PCBs  out  of  the  link  board  box,  to  allow  easier  access  to  the  boards.  Also,  some  of  the  pin

headers on the LB and the CB are at risk to have contact with the copper cooling ribs when in

the casing.
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5.2.3 Link board testing

The testing of the RE1/1 link board functionality was done with the productional tester

designed originally to detect manufacturing flaws in standard link boards. The tester

includes separate tests for the FEB-channels, the gigabit optical link, the CSC-connector

and the Lbus. Also, checks for connections between the two LB FPGAs and for phase-

locked loop locking are included. The test setup consists of a standard link board sized

test board, RE1/1 link board, backplane, adapter board and necessary cabling. The setup

is run by a PC, which is also used in FPGA programming. Figure 21 shows the test

setup for productional tester.

Fig. 21.  Utilizing the productional tester. The tester board is fitted to a standard VME crate,

and the FEB channels were connected with flat cables, with the help of two adapter boards.

Optical fiber for GOL test, and wire pair for the TTC clock are also connected to the RE1/1 link

board.

The test software is custom made, and while it has little to do with the intended use of

link boards, it is still effective in finding faulty components and other hardware-related

errors. The software is easily accessible from a PC via a serial port connection, and
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gives unambiguous results. Figure 22 presents a test result summary obtained after

running the test for RE1/1 link board.

Fig. 22.  Test results of the RE1/1 link board testing with the productional tester. There was no

practical way to connect the tester front plane connector to its counterpart on the RE1/1 link

board. Because of this, the FP test failed, as did the CSC test.

The test for the local bus, named FP test, failed because of the lack of suitable

connection cable to join the link board and the tester board. Only available method

would have been to manually solder wires to connect the Lbus data lines. As this would

have been a time consuming task with uncertain chance of success, the FP test was

intentionally let to fail. Only one pair of wires was connected of the Lbus; the ones used

to  transfer  the  differential  TTC clock  signal  to  the  link  board.  The  CSC test  was  also

constantly failed, but when the productional tester was applied to standard version of the

link board to compare the results, it was noticed that the removal of the Lbus connection

caused the CSC test failure. It seems that the test software circulates some of the CSC

test signals via the Lbus.
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The productional tester was originally designed to test six FEB channels, but in the case

of RE1/1 LLB, eight channels must be tested. This was done so, that after running the

test software for six first channels (from FEB0 to FEB5), FPGA software port mapping

for the syncoder chip was changed, which allowed the inspection of the two additional

channels. During the software update, an error occurred with the FPGA programming

software  (Xilinx  ISE).  The  automated  router  could  not  implement  a  connection  on

FPGA pin labeled “U26”, which is designated for a FEB channel test signal “I_test7_1”.

The  origin  of  the  problem  might  lay  in  the  structure  of  the  VHDL  used  in  the  tester

code, but no obvious reason for the error was discovered. The error had nothing to do

with  the  link  board  itself,  so  a  possibility  of  a  hardware  error  can  be  ruled  out.

Eventually, from additional two FEB channels only one was tested successfully,

because there was no time to rewrite the tester software completely over.

5.2.4 Summary of the test results

RE1/1 link board tests showed no sign of hardware errors, and since the design has not

changed much from the standard version, it is quite safe to assume that the link board

design is operational. The QPLL-chip, which is a phase-locked loop chip on the link

board locked successfully to a clock signal originated from the tester. However, because

of timing issues caused by large size of the tester PCB, the frequency the tester utilizes

is only 1 MHz, when the actual LHC clock distributed via TTC fibers will be 40,087

MHz. Whether the RE1/1 link board will adapt to high frequencies or not is still

unclear. The tests made to the control board can also be judged as inconclusive. The

Xilinx  FPGA  on  the  CB  works  properly  and  there  seems  to  be  no  problems  with  the

board connections, but as long as there is no control board initialization controller

module available for RE1/1 CB, the tests are severely hindered. Modifying the port

mapping on the old Actel ProAsic module might serve as an ad hoc solution, but is not

suitable for long-term use because its programming connector and mounting holes make

it mechanically unfit for RE1/1 CB. To ensure the functionality of the RE1/1 link

system thoroughly, it is recommended that modifications are made to the existing test

setup for the whole link system, so that it will be compatible with the RE1/1 link board

box. Almost all the required components for this purpose are available and ready to use,

what is still missing is the RE1/1 CBIC module. Also, a full set of link boards (6 pieces)
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would be preferable. Neither one of the existing test options, the productional tester or

the link system test setup are really practical for RE1/1 link system testing, but since the

amount  of  PCBs  required  in  the  RE1/1  sector  is  rather  small  (12  CBs  and  72  LBs

altogether), devising a whole new test system might be a pointless task.

The amount of fine-mechanical details in RE1/1 link system is extensive, and to

perceive all of them in a single design round is a demanding task. It can be predicted

that at least one more revision of the PCBs is required to finalize the design. Figure 23

shows a few instances of mechanical lapses that were discovered and fixed in rev. A11.

Similar are still likely to be found.

Fig. 23.  Mechanical design issues. On the left; the attachment part meant to fasten the CBs and

LBs  to  the  casing  from  the  backside  is  located  too  near  to  an  IC.  Mechanical  stress  could

connect the part to operating voltage pin of the IC, which would cause a short-circuit.  On the

right; the PIN diode lid had to be removed, so the component would fit between the copper

cooling ribs. The interior of the diode casing was filled with epoxy to ensure mechanical

strength.

All of the design flaws found in the PCBs were fixed, and first updated revisions (rev.

A11) of the PCBs at hand are ready for production, when required. The fixed flaws

were rather basic errors not uncommon in any electronics prototype project: minor

mechanical mounting problems, incorrect component footprints and some impractical

locations of components. What needs to be noted, though, is that an incorrect footprint

for DCS-chain isolator circuits (ISO7240MDW, marked U1-U3) resulted in renovation

of  a  part  of  the  RE1/1  CB,  and  a  possibility  of  further  mistakes  in  this  area  has  to  be

taken into account in the testing of the updated revision.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of the thesis was to complete the design of link system electronics in

RE1/1 sector of the compact muon solenoid. This aim was eventually achieved

successfully, as a large link board box was furnished with one control board, one link

board and a backplane, and the system was found to be operational to some extent.

However, due to the difficulties encountered in PCB design and assembly, it was not

possible to carry out a full testing of the link system within the time-scale of the thesis.

Thus, the testing still remains at inadequate level, and needs additional work. So far no

hardware-based errors has arisen in the tests, and all the minor design flaws found

haven been fixed in the second revision of the PCBs, which is ready for production

when needed. For further testing purposes, it is recommended that a full crate of one CB

with a CBIC module, seven LBs and a backplane will be ordered, so that the

functionality of the whole link board box among with its mechanical fitting and thermal

behavior may be inspected.

Many technicalities and specifications related to the link system still remain open, and

need  to  be  defined.  For  example,  the  mounting  of  the  PCBs  in  their  final  location  in

CMS endcaps is still unclear; if the LLBBs are already tightly in place, and temporarily

detaching the copper cooling ribs is out of the question, installing of the LBs and CBs

will be problematic. The wedges that hold the PCBs in place are accessible from the

front side of the box, and fastening them is a manageable task, but attachment parts

meant to hold the back side of the boards in place (shown in figure 23) will be much

more difficult to handle, especially in the case of lowermost PCBs. Necessity of these

parts should be evaluated for example when a full box of PCBs is ready. The wedges

alone might be enough to hold the circuit boards in place. Cable holders for the opening

in RE1/1 link board box are also an issue that needs to be look in to. So far, no solution

exists. A lid with cable feedthroughs would provide better electrical shielding for the

link boards, and is likely to be indispensable to keep all the signal cables and fibers (61

per box, altogether) in order.
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Altogether, the design and implementation of the RE1/1 link system is at good state,

and the completion of the whole project is a task achievable within months if no further

problems are encountered. What remains to be done is further testing, and specifying

technical details, some of which will require more information of the RE1/1 status at the

CMS site.
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APPENDIX I, 1

-- Test software for RE1/1 control board
library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

entity CB_test is
port  ( clk : in STD_LOGIC;

send_led : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
receive_led : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
intbus_d : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15 downto 0);
intbus_a : inout STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(0 to 15);
lb_clock : out STD_LOGIC;
mux_in : in STD_LOGIC

);
end CB_test;

architecture Behavioral of CB_test is

COMPONENT divide --single DCM utilizing clock divider
PORT(

CLKIN_IN : IN std_logic;
CLKDV_OUT : OUT std_logic;
CLK0_OUT : OUT std_logic
);

END COMPONENT;

type demux_d_array is array (15 downto 0) of BIT;
type demux_a_array is array (0 to 15) of BIT;

signal clkdv : STD_LOGIC;
signal demux_d : demux_d_array;
signal demux_a : demux_a_array;
signal int_d : BIT_VECTOR(15 downto 0);
signal int_a : BIT_VECTOR(0 to 15);
signal demux_bit : BIT;
signal comp_d : BIT_VECTOR(15 downto 0);
signal comp_a : BIT_VECTOR(0 to 15);
signal clk_out : STD_LOGIC;
signal send_ok : bit :='0';
signal send_received : bit :='0';
signal full : bit :='0';

begin

Inst_divide: divide PORT MAP(
CLKIN_IN => clk,
CLKDV_OUT => clkdv,
CLK0_OUT => clk_out

);

lb_clock <= clk_out;
send_ok <= send_received;

SEND: process(clkdv) --Send two 16-bit parallel signals of rotating bit '1'
variable div : bit := '0';

begin
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if int_d = "0000000000000000" then
int_d <= "0000000000000001";

elsif int_a = "0000000000000000" then
int_a <= "1000000000000000";

else NULL;

if rising_edge(clkdv) then
if send_ok = '0' then

if div = '0' then
int_d <= int_d rol 1;
int_a <= int_a ror 1;
if int_d /= "0000000000000000" OR int_a /= "0000000000000000" then

send_led <= "00000000";
else

send_led <= "11111111";
end if;
div := NOT div;

elsif div = '1' then
div := NOT div;

else NULL;
end if;

else NULL;
end if;

end if;

intbus_d <= to_stdlogicvector(int_d);
intbus_a <= to_stdlogicvector(int_a);

end process;

demux_bit <= to_bit(mux_in);

RECEIVE: process(clk_out) --Receive multiplexed signal, demultiplex
variable i : integer range 0 to 15 :=0;
variable sel : bit :='0';

begin
if rising_edge(clk_out) then

if sel = '0' then
demux_d(i) <= demux_bit;
sel := NOT sel;

elsif sel = '1' then
demux_a(i) <= demux_bit;
sel := NOT sel;
i := i+1;

if i = 15 then
full <= '1';

else
full <= '0';

end if;
else NULL;
end if;

else NULL;
end if;

end process;
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COMPARE: process(clk_out, full) --Comparison of send and received signals

begin
if rising_edge(clk_out) then

for x in 0 to 15 loop
comp_d(x) <= demux_d(x);
comp_a(x) <= demux_a(x);

end loop;
if full = '1' then

if comp_d = int_d AND comp_a = int_a then
receive_led <= "00000000";
send_received <= '0';

end if;
else

send_received <= '1';
end if;

end if;

end process;

end Behavioral;

-- Test software for RE1/1 link board
library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

entity LB_test is
port  ( clk : in STD_LOGIC;

send_led : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(3 downto 0);
receive_led : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(3 downto 0);
intbus_d : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15 downto 0);
intbus_a : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(0 to 15);
mux_out : out STD_LOGIC

);
end LB_test;

architecture Behavioral of LB_test is

signal mux : STD_LOGIC;
signal i : integer range 0 to 15:=0;
signal sel : bit :='0';

begin

MULTIPLEXER: process(clk) -- Receive, multiplex and send

begin
if rising_edge(clk) then

if sel = '0' then
mux <= intbus_d(i);
sel <= NOT sel;

elsif sel = '1' then
mux <= intbus_a(i);
sel <= NOT sel;
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i <= i+1;
else NULL;
end if;

end if;

end process;

mux_out <= mux;

LEDIT: process(mux)

begin
if intbus_d /= "0000000000000000" OR intbus_a /= "0000000000000000" then

receive_led <= "0000";
else

receive_led <= "0111";
end if;

if mux = '1' then
send_led <= "0000";

else
send_led <= "1111";

end if;

end process;
end Behavioral;


